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SKYBLUE Jet Aviation Celebrates Opening of New 
Cirrus Training Center  

Event on September 30th 

(Stuart, Florida)- SKYBLUE Jet Aviation, now the exclusive Cirrus Training Center (CTC) 
between Pompano and Melbourne, Florida will be hosting an invitation-only cocktail 
reception to launch the opening of its new training center.  The event will be held at 
SKYBLUE Jet Aviation (KSUA), 2315 SE Witham Field Drive on September 30th, from 4-7pm. 

The CTC event will feature Cirrus aircraft on display and discussions with SKYBLUE Jet 
Aviation Executives, Cirrus management and Cirrus Standardized Instructor Pilots (CISPs). 
During the reception, guests can explore the latest in Cirrus Aircraft technology and range 
of aircraft with a 2021 Generation 6 SR Series and SF50 Vision Jet on display®.  Attendees 
will also be able to experience and schedule flight training or rental of SKYBLUE’s new 
SR20, a five-seat aircraft with features such as Cirrus Airframe Parachute System® 
(CAPS®), Cirrus Perspective + avionics by Garmin featuring 10” screens, digital 4-in-1 
standby instrument, which provides backup altitude, airspeed, attitude, and slip/skid data. 
They will also provide a glimpse at some of the aircraft’s luxury features including remote 
keyless entry, interior/exterior ambient convenience lighting, and the Carbon, Platinum 
and Rhodium design suites with premium leather and bolstered seats. 

“We are thrilled to be a Cirrus Training Center, this marks a new era for SkyBlue.” said 
Tomas Bueno, CEO for SKYBLUE Jet Aviation. As a CTC, SKYBLUE is now part of the Cirrus 
Global Network of training centers with Cirrus Instructor Pilots.  As a Cirrus Training 
partner, SKYBLUE maintains stringent standards, performance targets and integrates 
smart technology. The Cirrus Aircraft and SKYBLUE Jet Aviation brands are synonymous 
with safety, innovative technology, and superior customer service.  

Established in 2013, SKYBLUE Jet Aviation is a family-run aviation company based in 
Stuart, Florida. They operate out of Witham Field Airport. The company prides itself on 
delivering the highest level of service and quality, with the industry’s topflight instructors. 
SKYBLUE Jet Aviation is known for their strong focus on service, technology and the 
community including the Stuart Airshow event each Fall. 

From flight training to Maintenance Services, every SKYBLUE Jet Aviation customer served 
becomes part of the family. Ensuring they are provided the tools, training, and assistance 
to be competent and confident to fly an aircraft safely as a proficient pilot. SKYBLUE Jet 
aviation maintains the highest safety and professional standards for its training 
department and goes above and beyond for all clients who use its aircraft management 
services. 
To learn more about SKYBLUE Jet Aviation and Cirrus Aircraft Training in the SR20, 
contact us at www.skyblueja.com/contact-team 
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